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Abstract—Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) protocols rely on state machine replication to handle arbitrary behaviors. Significant efforts have been recently made to strengthen these protocols in order to minimize the performance degradation in presence of faulty components. In this paper, we focus on the potential damages that could be introduced from the client side of such protocols. In order to deal with this specific kind of threats, BFT protocols rely on request authentication to provide access control. Nevertheless, byzantine clients may benefit from the weakness of the underlying authentications mechanisms in order to tamper with the performance of replicated systems. We describe the main reliability issues that can be introduced by faulty clients in current BFT protocols, and we argue against the systematic usage of digital signatures. Finally, we propose a new policy in order to avoid the overhead due to systematic signatures verifications.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the expansion of cloud computing, concerns such as availability, liveness and security are attracting more interest. In such environments, hosted systems are replicated on different servers to prevent data loss and provide various guarantees to the customers. In order to provide an enhanced level of reliability, BFT protocols rely on State Machine Replication to handle unpredictable events, termed as arbitrary or byzantine faults. By definition, these protocols assure (i) liveness - eventual execution of correct client requests; and (ii) safety - consistency across replicas.

The Byzantine generals problem was first described by Lamport et. al. [6], stating that that a Byzantine agreement requires \(3f+1\) replicas to handle up to \(f\) arbitrary faults under partial synchrony i.e., given a known fixed upper bound on message delivery time. In the last decade, many improvements have been proposed to the state-of-the-art protocols. We can broadly categorize these contributions in two groups: protocols optimizing the performance under fault-free settings [2], and protocols minimizing the performance degradation introduced by faulty components [1], [5]. In this paper, we target both of these concerns at the same time, i.e., improving robustness to malicious components, while maintaining a high level of performance in fault-free settings. To do so, we remove the systematic usage of digital signatures, which is the main performance bottleneck of robust protocols compared to optimistic ones.

II. BACKGROUND OF BFT

A. Overview of BFT protocols

In order to handle contention (concurrent arrival of client requests), Leader-based BFT protocols like PBFT [4], cf. figure 1, rely on a dedicated replica, called primary [4], [1], [5], [3]. First, the primary assigns sequence numbers to incoming requests – prepare in figure 1. In a second round, a consensus involving all replicas is performed, in order to reach an agreement on the proposed sequence numbers – prepare in figure 1. Finally, when the agreement is achieved, all replicas are ensured to execute the same requests in the same order - commit in figure 1. If no agreement is obtained in time, a View-change is triggered by correct backups (non-primary replicas) to replace the faulty primary, e.g., crashed or unresponsive primary.

B. The Problem of MAC Attacks and its Solution

If client requests authentication is performed using Messages Authentication Codes (MACs), a vector of size \(3f+1\) is computed by the clients, and appended to their requests. To ensure that a client is effectively the author of an incoming request, each replica authenticate that request by verifying its dedicated MAC among the \(3f+1\) elements. View-changes can be intentionally triggered by faulty clients if these clients fill their authenticators with a corrupted MAC for the primary, and at least \(f+1\) correct MACs among the \(3f\) MACs dedicated to backups. As soon as a correct backup receives a request it can authenticate, it expects an agreement to be eventually obtained, however, the request which appears correct for the backup itself will not be successfully authenticated by the primary. The primary will not propose a sequence number for that request, \(f+1\) backups will eventually conclude that the primary is unresponsive, a View-change procedure will be triggered, and the primary will be replaced. Such denial-of-service attacks
TABLE I: Peak throughput measured for various protocols when running the 0/0 micro-benchmark [4] in closed loop with 100 clients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>Authenticators</th>
<th>Digital signatures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BFT-SMART [3]</td>
<td>41238</td>
<td>14718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP [2]</td>
<td>59628</td>
<td>13414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aardvark [5]</td>
<td>92828</td>
<td>10848</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

can seriously tamper with the performance of protocols, especially if many clients compute a continuous load of corrupted authenticators. In order to forbid clients from triggering View-changes, client requests are now systematically authenticated with digital signatures by robust protocols, such as Aardvark or RBFT [5], [1]. In such settings, a single signature is generated per request, and is consistently verified by all replicas.

C. Problem Illustration

Replacing Authenticators with digital signatures introduces an extra computational cost for both clients and replicas. To underpin this statement, we ran a series of experiments involving three BFT protocols on which we performed request authentication either with MACs or digital signatures (Figures 1). We used the same cryptographic primitives as BFT-SMART for our experiments [3], which are HMAC-MD5 for MACs, and RSA:Sha1 for digital signatures.

III. EFFICIENT AND ROBUST BFT

A. Overall Approach

To avoid the extra computational cost of digital signatures over MACs while disabling the ability of byzantine clients to trigger View-changes, we designed new policies for request transmissions and primary View-changes. First, we only rely on digital signatures for request authentication when MAC-authenticated requests are unable to commit. Then, we do not trigger View-changes on backup replicas based on MAC-authenticated requests expectations.

B. Underlying Mechanisms

Disabling Mac Attacks. View-changes are not triggered on backups when an expected MAC-authenticated request does not commit. While such solution solves the problem of MAC attacks, it also removes the ability of correct backups to replace an unresponsive primary.

Replacing Unresponsive Primaries. Clients use digital signatures for requests retransmission. View-changes are triggered on backups when an expected signed request does not commit. If a primary is unresponsive, it will be replaced as soon as the client retransmits its request to the system. Nevertheless, a malicious primary may benefit from this solution in order to force the retransmission of all incoming MAC-authenticated requests into signed requests.

Dealing With Malicious Primaries. Backups monitor the ratio of successful MAC-authenticated requests per clients and primaries. View-changes are triggered on backups when too many clients fail to commit their MAC-authenticated requests.

C. Design Principles

Since we focus on requests management and View-change policies without modifying the core agreement itself, our approach can be integrated in most BFT protocols to increase reliability without the expensive overhead induced by systematic signature computations.

IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

In figure 2, R-SMART refers to the robust BFT-SMART implementation, where digital signatures are enabled for requests authentication. ER-SMART refers to our modified efficient and robust BFT-SMART implementation. At time 150s, 10 clients start performing MAC-Attacks on ER-SMART. We observe that no view-change is triggered, while the throughput decreases from 39k to 36k, because only 90 clients keeps sending correct requests.

V. CONCLUSION

We propose in this paper a solution to benefit from an enhanced level of reliability, without relying on systematic digital signatures for request authentication. We also performed an experiment to show early results of our proposal on the BFT-SMART prototype.
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